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Abstract — This paper considers a multi–agent system and focuses
on the detection of motion misbehavior. Previous work by theauthors
proposed a solution, where agents act as local monitors of their
neighbors and use locally sensed information as well as datareceived
from other monitors. In this work, we consider possible failure of
monitors that may send incorrect information to their neighbors due
to spontaneous or even malicious malfunctioning. In this context,
we propose a distributed software architecture that is ableto tolerate
such failures. Effectiveness of the proposed solution is shown through
preliminary simulation results.

Keywords: distributed detection, malicious monitors, moni-
tor failure, robust consensus

I. I NTRODUCTION

We consider a set of mobile autonomous robotic agents that
communicate over a wireless network and share a common
environment to accomplish their tasks. In order tosafelymove
within that environment, agents follow a predefined common
set of decentralized motion rules. This approach allows an
agent to locally decide the next maneuver according to the
state of a limited set of neighboring agents in order to improve
the overall scalability of the system. In such cooperative multi–
agent systems, an agent that violates the motion rules may
impair the overall system safety and availability. Therefore
detectingmisbehavingagents is crucial. In a decentralized
approach, misbehavior detection has to be locally performed
by each agent using its sensing capability. Nevertheless, limi-
tations in sensing translates into limitations in monitoring and
thus in detection [1]. In order to overtake this obstacle, agents
have to cooperate by exchanging information and achieving
consensus on it. In a previous work we have shown that
it is possibile to detect a misbehaving agent by exchanging
aggregated information with a sufficiently large subset of its
neighbors [2]. This solution is effective in the case agents
broadcast correct information but fails in the presence of
malicious agents that deliberately broadcast false information.

In this paper we cope with the problem of detecting misbe-
having agents in the presence ofmaliciousagents. A malicious
agent may falsely report its own position, invent a non-existing
neighbor, omit an existing one, or pretend that it is elsewhere
with the aim of impairing safety or causing denial of service.

We propose a distributed collaborative algorithm that allows
agents with limited sensing capabilities to achieve consensus

upon whether an agent misbehaves or not. Every node broad-
casts its “view” of the system in order to enrich the limited
sensing capabilities of the neighbors. As malicious agentsare
present in the system, every node has tovalidate another
agent’s view. Validation is based on two criteria: it must not
be in contrast with the physical dynamics of the system and
it must be agreed upon by a majority of agents deemed non
malicious by the agents.

Security and safety are crucial challenges in multi–agent
system but they have been dealt with by different research
communities. The advanced control community has mainly
focused on safety issues such as detecting agents that misbe-
have in terms of movement [1]–[3]. In contrast, the computer
and communication community mainly focuses on security by
protecting vehicular communications and detecting malicious
vehicular traffic information [4]–[6]. As a security infringe-
ment may translate into a safety infringement, in this paper
we attempt to fill the gap between the two communities and
propose an algorithm that detects misbehaving agents in the
presence of malicious monitors issuing fake information.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a setA = {a1, a2, . . . , an} of n mobile,
autonomous robotic agents that move in a shared environment
where theysafely interact according to a finite setR of
decentralized cooperation rules. At any given instant, the
cooperation rules allow an agent tolocally decide upon its next
maneuver according to the configurations of its neighboring
agents. We callinfluence setof agentah at timet, and denote
it by Ih(t), the set of agents that determine the agentah’s
next maneuver at timet. The influence set of a node depends
on the rule setR.

An agent that moves according to the rule setR is coopera-
tive, misbehavingotherwise. The movements of a misbehaving
agent may arbitrarily deviate from that dictated by the ruleset
R. We call Safety Setof agentah at time t, and denote it
by Sh(t), the set of agents of whichah wants to determine
whether they are misbehaving or not in order to take adequate
safety countermeasures (not discussed in this paper).

Let us suppose that an agentah wants to determine whether
another agentai ∈ Sh(t) is misbehaving or not. In order to
do that,ah has to monitor both the configuration ofai and the



configurations of all agents inai influence set. However, due to
limited sensing capabilities, the agentah is able to determine
the configuration of only a limited set of neighboring agents.
We call Visibility Set of agentah at time t, and denote it
by Vh(t), the set of agents of whichah is able to determine
the configuration at timet. By definition, the Visibility Set
of an agent always includes the agent itself. We assume that
the Visibility Set of an agent contains its Influence Set, i.e.,
for every agentai, Ii(t) ⊆ Vi(t). Finally, we assume that
visibility is a symmetric relationship. Therefore, if an agent
belongs to the visibility set on another agent, then the latter
belongs to the visibility set of the former.

In order to cope with the limited visibility, we assume that
agents cooperate by periodically exchanging the configurations
of agents in their own visibility sets. We callCommunication
Setof agentah at time t, and denote it byCh(t), the set of
agents with whichah can communicate at timet. By properly
dimensioning the communication set with respect to the safety
set, it is possible to convey an agent enough information that
integrates that locally available and allows the agent to decide
upon the behaviors of agents in its safety set. Furthermore,all
agents that have a given agent in their respective safety sets
can reach consensus on whether that agent is misbehaving or
not [2].

This approach works well under the assumption that agents
report correct information. Problems arise if there aremali-
ciousagents that instead report false information. A malicious
agent may cheat about both its configuration, e.g., by pretend-
ing being elsewhere, and the configuration of its neighbors,
e.g., by inventing a non-existing neighbor, omitting to report
the presence of a neighbor, or reporting a wrong configuration.
A malicious node deliberately acts against the system in order
to impair the system safety or cause denial of service.

In this paper we consider a system where the agents
are loosely synchronized and where communication is both
reliable and authenticated. Reliable communication meansthat
each message broadcast by the agentah is received by all other
agents belonging to theah Communication Set. Authenticated
communication means that each received message can be
attributed to its legitimate originator. Finally, we assume that a
majority of agents around a given agent is not malicious. This
means that the number of these agents is larger than other
potentially malicious ones. This assumption is necessary to
make any forward progress.

III. A GENT ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of an agent is depicted in Fig. 1. The
Sensingmodule is composed of a set of sensors that allow each
agent to measure the configuration state of all its neighbors.
Then, collected configuration data are periodically broadcast
through theCommunicationmodule. Such a module allows
each agent to share information with other agents so as to
improve the sensing capability. Upon receiving a message,
the Local Monitor immediately evaluates the validity of the
received configurations and attempts to detect misbehaving
agents on the basis of validated ones. More in detail, upon

Fig. 1. The agent architecture in terms of its constituting modules and its
relationships.

receiving a message theMessage Validationmodule verifies
the correctness of data in the incoming message to filter out
invalid one, and it passes valid data to theMotion Validation
and Planner module. TheMotion Validation is responsible
for detecting malfunctioning in the motion of neighboring
agents, whereas the Planner module decides on the agent
motion on the basis of its securely estimated neighborhood
information. In case a non–cooperative agent is detected, the
Motion Validation module sends analarm to the Planner so
that the agent performs escape maneuvers that may require
e.g. to divert from the planned route. In the remainder of
this section, we detail the Message Validation, the Motion
Validation, and the Planner modules.

A. Message Validation Module

In order to guarantee the system safety, an agentah has
to monitor the behavior of each agentai belonging toSh(t)
so as to be able to run adequate countermeasures in case of
non–cooperative neighbors. We assume that a suitable set of
emergency maneuvers are specified in the setR itself allowing
each agentah to escape from a non–cooperative other agent in
its safety set. To this aim, we defineSh(t) as the set of agents
laying at timet in the circle centered atah position with radius
ρS . Thus, givenvM the greatest of the agents velocities and
∆Tr the maximum time that agentah needs to react to the
presence of a non–cooperative agent in its safety set, it is
necessary that the following inequality holdsρS ≥ vM ∆Tr.

Hence,ah has to receive theai state and the state of all
agents influencingai instantaneous motion. Let us definedI

the maximum distance between an agent and all the agents
belonging to its Influence set. It is worthwhile to notice that
the distancedI strictly depends on the rule setR. Hence,
given ρC the radio communication range it follows that the
following condition must hold:

ρC ≥ ρS + dI . (1)

Each agent periodically broadcasts a message containing
the state of all agents belonging to its Visibility set. Given
D̃max the maximum error of an agent position that the rule
set R can tolerate without compromising the system safety,
each agent has to broadcast a message every∆Tc seconds so
that ∆Tc ≤ D̃max/vM .

Let us consider an agentaj belonging to the Communication
set of ah so that ah receives the messageMj(t). Since



the communication time is negligible with respect to the
system time constant, the assertions received by agentah

are considered at the time of message arrival. In caseai

belongs toaj Visibility set, Mj(t) contains〈qi(t)〉j , that is the
configuration state ofai sensed byaj . Hence, the agentah has
to verify the validity of the assertion〈qi(t)〉j contained in the
message. In case the agentai belongs toVh(t), ah discards
the assertion〈qi(t)〉j contained inMj(t) by assuming valid its
own observations. Otherwise,ah has to verify whether〈qi(t)〉j
satisfies the following conditions: 1)〈qi(t)〉j is consistent with
the physical dynamics of the system (physical condition), and
2) 〈qi(t)〉j has been confirmed by a majority of non-malicious
agents (logical condition). In case both the conditions are
satisfied, it follows that〈qi(t)〉h = 〈qi(t)〉j , where 〈qi(t)〉h
the state of agentaj according to agentah at time t.

With reference to the physical condition, let us consider
〈qi(t

⋆)〉h the last configuration ofai validated by agentah at
time t⋆ so thatt⋆ ≤ t. Hence, the assertion〈qi(t)〉j has to
satisfy the following equation:

〈qi(t)〉j ∈ fP (〈qi(t
⋆)〉h, (t − t⋆)) (2)

where the functionfP (q, ∆τ)) returns the set of feasible
configurations starting fromq during the interval∆τ and
according to the rule setR.

With reference to the logical condition, let us consider the
set Ph(ai, t) containing all the assertions aboutai configu-
ration state received byah in the interval[t − ∆Tc, t]. It is
worthwhile to notice that such set contains only assertionsthat
have satisfied the physical condition.

Let m be the number of malicious agents the system must
be able to tolerate. As these nodes might collude and report
false information about a given configurationqi(t), then we
assume that the Visibility Set of a any given node must contain
at least(m+1) correct agents. This assumption, together with
the condition expressed in Equation 1, guarantees that〈qi(t)〉j
satisfies the logical property if and only if the following
condition holds:

fL(〈qi(t)〉j ,Ph(ai, t)) ≥ (m + 1) (3)

where the functionfL(q, P ) returns the number of configura-
tion contained inP that are compatible withq according to
the rule setR. Notice that the value ofm features a security-
performance trade-off. Actually, a higher value ofm implies
that the system tolerant to an higher number of malicious
colluding agents but it requires a denser network in order to
guarantee a reliable validation.

B. Planner Module

According to the set of rulesR, agents can perform at
any instantt one of κ maneuvers, Σ = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σκ},
and must change from a current maneuever to another one
whenever one of a set ofν events, E = {e1, e2, . . . , eν},
depending on its influence setIi(t) occurs. For the sake of
clarity, consider as an example the case ofn cars moving on
a multi–laned highway. Such cars are supposed to have the
same dynamics, and automated pilots are supposed to decide

the current maneuver based on its goal, the configurations of
the car and of other neighboring cars. In this example, the
actions defined byR are accelerate, decelerate, and change to
the next left or right lane. As an example, the event requiring
a maneuver change that will allow a vehicle overtaking is
represented by a slower car in the front and a free lane on
the left. Therefore, the planner is a module that decides the
trajectory of agentai based on the cooperation rule setR, and
valid configurations of agents in its influence setIi(t) at the
current timet.

This type of system, where agents have a physical dynamics,
but interact according toevent–basedcooperation rule sets
R, can be modeled as hybrid systems [1]. For the reader
convenience we recall this result in the following. Letqi(t) ∈
Q be a vector describing the configuration of agentai at time
t andQ be the corresponding configuration space. It should
be clear that in this descriptionqi(t) is a short–hand for the
valid configuration of agentai computed on board of agent
ai itself, i.e. qi(t) = 〈qi(t)〉i. Furthermore, let us denote with
σi(t) ∈ Σ the maneuver that agentai is currently executing.

We showed thatqi(t) has a continuous–time dynamics

q̇i(t) = f(qi(t), ui(t)) ,

where ui(t) ∈ U is a control input. Moreover,ui(t) is a
feedback law generated by a low–level controllerg : Q×Σ →
U depending on the current maneuverσi(t), i.e.

ui(t) = g(qi(t), σi(t)) .

On the contrary,σi(t) has a discrete–time dynamicsδ : Σ ×
E → Σ and indeed it changes value only at discrete timestk
when an event fromE occurs. More precisely, we have that

σi(tk+1) = δ(σi(tk), e(tk)) ,

wheree(tk) is the event occured at timetk and requiring a
maneuver change fromσi(tk) to σi(tk+1). Furthermore, event
activation is detected by a static mapD : Q×Qp × Z → E,
wherep is the maximum agent number in the influence set
Ii(t). With reference to the example mentioned above, map
D encodes conditions such as the presence of a slower car in
the front, and a free lane on the left. The event detected at
time tk is

e(tk) = D(qi(tk), Ni(tk), ζi(tk)) ,

where Ni(t) = (qi1 (t), . . . , qip
(t)) is a vector impiling all

valid configurations in the influence setIi(t), andζi(t) ∈ Z is
a parameter that is reset at any maneuver transition. Note that
qij

(t) is a short–hand for
〈

qij
(t)

〉

i
. As a whole, the dynamics

of agentai can be described by the following hybrid model:

q̇i(t) = H(qi(t), qi1 (t), . . . , qip
(t)) ,

where H : Q × Qp → Q, and i1, . . . , ip are the in-
dices of agents inIi(t). Under this view, we will consider
qi1(t), . . . , qip

(t) as inputs of modelH andqi(t) as its output.
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C. Motion Validation Module

We consider here a generic agentah that is monitoring the
motion of one of the agents,ai, that are in its safety setSh(t).
To this aim, suppose that a measure〈qi(t)〉h of the trajectory
of ai during successive limited time intervals,Tk = [tk, tk+1],
for k = 0, 1, . . . , is available for the observing agentah.

Let us denote with̃qi(t) the expected evolution of agentai

that is the output of the hybrid modelH receiving as inputs
the configurations〈qi1(t)〉h , . . . ,

〈

qip
(t)

〉

h
of all agents that

are in the influence setIi(t) of agentai itself. Then, agent
ai’s motion is non–cooperative if the expected motion differs
from the validated one, i.e.

〈qi(t)〉h 6= q̃i(t) for some t ∈ Tk .

The fact that makes this monitoring task difficult for the
observing agentah is its partial knowledge of the influence set
Ii(t) of agentai. In the example in study, some cars affecting
the behavior of agentai may be out agentah’s visibility setVh

(since they remain hidden by other cars as in Fig. 2), and no
valid messages specifying this information have been received
yet by other monitoring agents.

We can conveniently define anextended visibilitysetV∗
h as

the region over which agentah has received valid information
by either its own sensing module or by other agents inCh(t).
Then, the influence setIi(t) of agentai can be partitioned
w.r.t.ah into a known regionIh

i (t) and an unknown oneIh̄
i (t),

i.e.
Ii(t) = Ih

i (t) ∪ Ih̄
i (t) . (4)

Then, we are interested in solving the following:
Problem 1: Given agentai’s (hybrid) motion modelH,

the partition of its influence setIi(t) in Eq. 4 w.r.t.
agent ah’s extended visibility V∗

h, and no configurations
〈qi1(t)〉h , . . . ,

〈

qino
(t)

〉

h
∈ Ih

i (t) of known neighbors of
agentai, determine, if it exists, a choice ofp − no config-
urationsq̂ino+1

(t), . . . , q̂ip
(t) ∈ Ih̄

i (t) such that the expected
motion

q̃i(t) = 〈qi(tk)〉h +
∫ t

tk
H(〈qi(τ)〉h , 〈qi1(τ)〉h , . . . ,

〈

qino
(τ)

〉

h
, q̂ino+1

(τ), . . . , q̂ip
(τ)) dτ ,

equals the measure one, i.e.q̃i(t) = 〈qi(t)〉h for all t ∈ Tk.
Solving this problem is in general a hard task due to the

nonlinear and differential nature of the motion modelH. It
basically requires that anunknown input observer(UIO) H†

of the hybrid model is built. Furthermore, a direct approachfor

the computation of such a UIO leads to find ad–hoc solutions
for specific cases. However, we showed in [1] how this can
be avoided for the considered class of robotic multi–agent
systems. The property that in our opinion makes our approach
appealing is that all components of the proposed decentralized
motion validation module can beautomaticallygenerated once
the agent dynamicsf , and the cooperation rulesR are given.
The reader may refer to our works [1], [2], [7] for a complete
description of the method and can assume the existence of a
procedure to build a UIO,H†, such that

(q̂ino+1
(t), ..., q̂ip

(t)) = H†(〈qi(t)〉h , 〈qi1(t)〉h , ..,
〈

qino
(t)

〉

h
)

(5)
where q̂im

(t) for m = no + 1, . . . , p are continuous sets
estimating configurations of agents inIh̄

i (t) that can explain
the validated motion〈qi(t)〉h of agentai (see Fig. 6 in the
example).

By using this mechanism, agentah may decide on the
cooperativeness〈bh〉i of agentai according to the following
rules. If ah has complete knowledge of agentai’s influence
set, it will be able to say it is cooperative or not. Other-
wise, by observing agentai’s motion, agentah is able to
estimate the presence or the absence of other agents in the
unknown part ofai’s influence set. As long as a choice for
q̂l exists, agentai can be considered as possibly coopera-
tive or uncertain (as a matter of fact,ai can not verify
the correctness of these estimates). If no values for these
estimates exist, agentai is considered asnoncooperative.
In brief, the cooperativeness〈bh〉i of agent ai according
to agentah is a discrete variable taking values in the set
B = {cooperative, noncooperative, uncertain, unknown}.
The introduction of the value “unknown” is instrumental for
the purpose of communication. Indeed, if agentah does not
see agentai, but has to participate in an agreement on the
value of its cooperativeness, it will initially exchange the value
unknown.

IV. EXAMPLE

A. An Automated Highway

Considern mobile agents that are traveling along a highway
with different maximum speed and different final positions.
Agents are supposed to cooperate according to the common
driving rules in order to avoid collisions. Informally, therule
setR is the following:

R1) proceed at the maximum speed along the rightmost free
lane when possible (fast maneuver);

R2) if a slower vehicle proceeds in front on the same
lane, then overtake the vehicle if the next lane on the
left is free (left maneuver), or reduce the speed (slow
maneuver) otherwise;

R3) as soon as the next lane on the right becomes free,
change to that lane (right maneuver);

R4) overtaking any vehicle on the right is forbidden.

The generic agent chooses one of these maneuvers based on
events on its neighborhood. With reference to Fig. 3, agent



Fig. 3. A2–lane automated highway with a set of common individual driving
rules.
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Fig. 4. Discrete dynamicsδ of the automaton, and low–level feedback control
g ensuring that the plantf behaves according to the rule setR.

ai’s configuration isqi(t) = (xi(t), yi(t), θi(t), vi(t)) and has
the continuous–time unicycle–like dynamicsf :















ẋi(t) = vi(t) cos(θi(t)) ,
ẏi(t) = vi(t) sin(θi(t)) ,

θ̇i(t) = ωi(t) ,
v̇i(t) = ai(t) ,

where ai(t) and ωi(t) are linear acceleration and angular
velocities, respectively. According to the setR, the maneuver
σi(t) of the i–th robot may take value on the setΣ =
{fast, left, right, slow} and has the discrete dynamicsδ of the
automaton in Fig. 4, where the low–level feedback controller g
ensures that the current maneuverσi is performed. The generic
eventeσ1→σ2

i of Fig. 4 is described in [2].

B. Tolerating malicious agents

As stated above, the Message Validation module is respon-
sible for validating all assertions that an agent receives.Let us
consider the agentah that has to validate〈qi(t)〉j contained
in Mj(t). According to the considered cooperation rule setR,
the physical and logical conditions can be specified as follows.

As to the physical condition, let us consider whetherah has
recently validated the configuration ofai or not. In the first
case, let〈qi(t

⋆)〉h be the last configuration ofai validated
by agentah at time t⋆ so that t⋆ ≤ t. Thus, functionfP

(Eq. 2) defines the sector centered at(xi(t
⋆), yi(t

⋆)) with
radius vi(t

⋆)(t − t⋆) and angleθi(t
⋆). In the second case,

we assume thatai is a new member of the influence set of an

Fig. 5. Simulation run where agenta3 is non–cooperative since it keeps
traveling on the second lane, even though the lane on the right is free.

Agent Visibility set

a1 V1(t) = {a1, a2, a3, a4}
a2 V2(t) = {a1, a2, a3}
a3 V3(t) = {a2, a3, a4, a6}
a4 V4(t) = {a1, a3, a4, a5}
a5 V5(t) = {a3, a4, a5}

TABLE I

V ISIBILITY SETS

agent laying on the border of the radio communication range.
Hence, functionfP defines the ring centered at(xh(t), yh(t))
with radii ρC andρC + dI .

As to the logical condition, functionfL (Eq. 3) returns the
number of configurations〈qi(t

′)〉k belonging toPh(ai, t) so
that ||〈qi(t

′)〉k, 〈qi(t)〉j || ≤ (t − t′)vM , where || · || is the
Euclidean distance. This condition takes into account configu-
rations contained in the messages are sensed at different times.

With reference to the automated highway, consider the
case depicted in Fig. 5, where agenta3 is trying to damage
the system by violating rule R3 and moving on the second
lane whereas the lane on its right is free. Fig. 6 shows the
information on the influence set of agenta3 that every agent
is able to estimate using only local sensing as in Eq. 5. Such
estimates are possibly non–convex regions where the presence
of agents is required (when reported in red in the figure) or is
excluded (when reported in green). The figure also reveals that
none of them is individually able to detect the misbehavior.
Then, agenta3 will send a false assertion that tends to justify
its non–cooperative behavior. In particular, agenta3 is trying
to leverage on the partial visibility of the following agenta2,
and indeed it claims the existence of an another agenta6 in
front of it. Clearly, on the basis of agenta3’s message, agent
a2 will determine that agenta3’s behavior is cooperative. This
example shows the necessity of a mechanism that passes valid
messages and discards the others. Table I reports the visibility
sets of every agent and in particular shows the malicious data
produced by agenta3.

To overcome local sensing limitation, all agents share their
estimated information. Let us focus on how agenta2 updates
its local view based on received messages. Table II shows
the message validation mechanism performed by agenta2

whenever it receives a message. In the example, given the
low density of the network, we considerm = 1. The first
and second column shows message reception order ata2, the
third column specifies the set of validated agent configurations,



Fig. 6. Initial results of the motion validation module at agents a1, a2 ,
a4, and a5 that are acting as monitors of their neighbora3 and are trying
to explain the its motion behavior. The five pictures reportsthe monitors’
views at different times, where red and green colors indicate regions where
the presence of an agent is required or is excluded, respectively. Agent a3

sends an assertion containing a false agenta6 that tends to justify its non–
cooperative behavior.

and the fourth column agents whose configuration has to be
validated. At the step 4,a2 validatesa5’s position, whereas at
step 5 it does not validate the position ofa6. As shown in the
table, agenta6 is correctly not handed to the Planner module.
The same procedure is run at every agent and reveals that the
proposed mechanism is able to tolerate the malicious agent
a3.

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of detecting misbehavior in multi–agent sys-
tems is considered. A solution where agents act as local
monitors of their neighbors and use locally sensed information
as well as data received from other monitors is presented. The

Step Message Valid agents Uncertain agents

1 M2 {a1, a2, a3} {}
2 M1 {a1, a2, a3} {a4}
3 M4 {a1, a2, a3, a4} {a5}
4 M3 {a1, a2, a3, a4} {a5, a6}
5 M5 {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} {a6}

TABLE II

RUN OF THE MESSAGE VALIDATION MECHANISM AT AGENTa2 .

proposed solution is robust to possible failure of some moni-
tors sending incorrect information. Future work will consider
the development of emergency strategies by using which such
robotic systems can react to the presence of malicious agents.
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